
School Council Meeting – Tuesday 18th April 2023 

 

‘We enjoy learning and achieving in a Christian environment’   

 
Present: Mrs wray, Hattie Philipskirk and Harry Taylor, Chloe Harrison, Polly Kirwan Nina Buckley, Hayden Moss, 

Grace Rustidge and Marry McManus, Maya , Charlie Myers, Dylan Milner, Poppy Garlick and Sophie 
Harrison 

 
Apologies:  
 

 
Agenda Item 

 

 
Outcome 

 
Further Action 

When? 
 

1. Welcome 
 

Mrs Wray welcomes the children. 
 

 

2. Ideas to focus on? Restarting the Playground pals 
Katherine from Incredible Edible is forming a 
team. Letter to go out for help. 
Library books 
Harry Taylor, mentioned a possible sponsored 
walk in the Summer, to raise money for the 
playground. 

           

Gardening letter Update 
 

3. What feedback 
have classes given. 

 

Poppy, Sophie and Maya are organising an Easter egg 
hunt for Reception, letter to parents. By Wednesday 
29th March, there will be letters and signs to find the 
word, 50p to enter and chocolate egg as a prize. 
More school trips. 
Sports tournaments. 

The Easter egg hunt was 
spoilt by the weather. 

4. Letter to Mr 
Rothwell 

We have had a verbal response; I may be able to tell 
you more soon. 
 

 

5. Tesco grant Any news?  

6. Next meeting 
 

Next meeting   

   AOB -Focus on the garden, this will happen through 
Katherine and Incredible Edible. 
-To be allowed on the treehouse as much as 
possible. 
-Be allowed to go on the grass. 
-Gardening Club, can we set this up soon? To 
use the planters as part of the gardening club, 
to put some tires and winding pattern and fill 
them up. 
-Water fountain to be started up again? 
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-Buy a sunflower seed £1 and plant it at home, 
there will be a prize for the tallest sunflower at 
the end of the year. 

 


